
"Top Things To Do in Stuttgart"

Stuttgart is a major metropolis and the state capital of Baden Württemberg. The city is not only known for being the home of Mercedes-Benz and

Porsche, it is also known for its delicious regional cuisine, great wine, and hosting the annual Cannstatter Wasen festival.
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9 Posizioni indicati 

 by Julian Herzog (Website)   

Mercedes Benz Museum 

"Glory of Mercedes-Benz"

Located in the city which is called home by Mercedes Benz, the Mercedes

Benz Museum is a spectacular tribute to one of the leading car brands of

the world. A narrative of over a century of the brand's history, the museum

was established in the year 2006. Designed by UN Studio, the design of

the building is uniquely reminiscent of a double helix (human DNA), with

the atrium inspired by the shape of Wankel Engine. Exhibiting over 160

vehicles, the museum displays some of the most treasured pieces of

automotive history in the form of vintage cars. A paradise for car and

automobile lovers, the museum's glass facade is the epitome of modern

elegance.

 +49 711 1730000  www.mercedes-benz.com/

de/classic/museum/

 classic@daimler.com  Mercedesstraße 100,

Stoccarda

 by Gabi_Bendler   

Porsche Museum 

"Hear a Porsche's Roar Up-close"

Originally established in 1976, The Porsche Museum started small and

displayed more quality than quantity. However, work on expanding this

museum began in 2003. Sprawled across 5600 square meters (60278

square feet), the spectacular Porsche Museum is housed in the striking

white building that appears to levitate. It features more than 80 vehicles,

from prototypes to boats and of course, sports cars. A must-visit for all

automobile enthusiasts, the museum is also the starting point of the

factory tour.

 +49 711 9112 0911  www.porsche.com/museu

m/en/

 info.museum@porsche.de  Porscheplatz 1, Stoccarda

 by Julian Herzog (Website)   

Staatsgalerie Stuttgart 

"An Impressive Collection"

The Staatsgalerie Stuttgart is one of the most visited museums in

Germany, and any art-lover will know why once they step through its front

doors. The museum houses approximately 800 masterpieces created in

the 14th through 21st centuries, an impressive stronghold to be sure, but

when paired with the traveling exhibits that are also housed in the

museum, the contents of this establishment are truly astonishing. Visitors

have a seemingly endless number of rooms to explore spread across three

buildings, the oldest of which opened in 1843. The museum places a

particular emphasis on art created after World War II. The museum also

includes a research lab and shop.

 +49 711 470400  www.staatsgalerie.de/  Konrad-Adenauer-Strasse 32,

Stoccarda
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Schlossplatz 

"The City's Heart"

Schlossplatz is a famous square in Stuttgart that is also home to the New

Palace. The square underwent renovation in 1977 for the State Garden

Show. It was again given a touch-up during the 2006 FIFA World Cup. The

Jubilee Column in the center of the square was built to commemorate the

silver jubilee of King Wilhelm I's reign in 1841. There are two fountains

from the 19th Century with four cherubs each that stand for each river of

Württemberg. Many local events take place at the square, including fairs

and markets.

 +49 711 2 2280 (Tourist

Information)

 www.stuttgart-tourist.de/e

n/a-schlossplatz-stuttgart-

palace-square

 info@stuttgart-tourist.de  Schlossplatz 1, Stoccarda

 by Harke   

Solitude Palace 

"Majestic Rococo Building"

Originally planned as a quiet little hunting seat, Castle Solitude turned

into quite an ambitious project with Sanssouci Palace in Potsdam serving

as an example to strive for in Duke Karl Eugen's mind. The palace was

built in three construction phases, starting in 1764 and recurring

restoration projects have made sure that the palace is still at its aesthetic

best. It is a popular location, not only because of the views and its

architectural beauty, but also for the concerts and exhibitions that are

held here regularly. Events also take place in the Main Hall of the palace

and its chapel is a dream setting for any intimate wedding. The Fritz

Graevenitz Museum is located in one of the palace's buildings and guided

tours of the palace are open to the public.

 +49 711 696699  www.schloss-solitude.de/  info@schloss-solitude.de  Solitude 1, Stoccarda

 by Julian Herzog   

Fernsehturm Stuttgart 

"First in the World"

One of Stuttgart's most prominent landmarks, built in the mid-1950s, is

the (217 meter high including the antenna) Fernsehturm Stuttgart, which

is also referred to as the Stuttgart TV Tower. This steel and concrete

structure was the first of its kind in the world at the time of its inception.

During its conception, many doubted its stability, but the tower has since

been hailed as a popular attraction. The TV tower served as a model for

many others in the world. Apart from a restaurant, the four-story tower

also houses the transmitters of the South-German radio station. Two

observation platforms offer a gorgeous view of the city and the

surrounding platform offers the perfect location for a stroll.

 +49 711 23963581  www.fernsehturm-

stuttgart.de/

 Elke.Hausser@SWR.de  Jahnstraße 120, Degerloch,

Stoccarda

 by VillageHero   

Wilhelma 

"Fantastic Flora & Fauna"

Few gardens offer such a unique combination of fabulous architecture,

flora and fauna as Stuttgart's Wilhelma. Located on the grounds of an old

castle, the garden was established in the 19th Century and receives

millions of visitors from all over the world annually. More than 11,000

animals from 1,000 species and countless plants from over 5,000 different

species live and flourish here. From primates, elephants, hippos to an

aquarium and a sea lion pool, the zoo evokes awe among kids and adults

alike. The botanical garden is also home to greenhouses and rare plants

including one of Europe's oldest Magnolia Grove. With so much to see, the

Wilhelma is a must-visit.
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 +49 711 5 4020  m.wilhelma.de/  info@wilhelma.de  Wilhelmaplatz 13, Stoccarda

 by Dr. Bernd Gross   

Württemberg State Museum 

"Museum in the Old Palace"

The art chamber, historically the core of Landesmuseum Württemberg,

dates back to the 16th Century when dukes of Württemberg collected

anything rare, precious, or unusual. The royal house of Württemberg is

represented here by the crown and by many other curios. In addition to

the exhibits on display, the collection offers a glimpse into the bygone

lives. There are different interesting areas within the palace, too, to

explore and marvel at.

 +49 711 8953 5111  www.landesmuseum-

stuttgart.de

 info@landesmuseum-

stuttgart.de

 Schillerplatz 6, Old Castle

(Stuttgart), Stoccarda

 by MSeses   

Killesbergpark 

"Fabulous Flowers"

Killesberg is a haven for flower and gardening lovers. It is an oasis of

tranquility and peace. With its magnificent flora, large grassy areas and

the spectacular lookout tower, the park has become a must visit when

around the Killesberg Hill. There are lakes, terraces, restaurants, narrow-

gauge railway, children's play areas, and more fun activities that one can

think of. The park is home to the Killesberg Railway as well.

 +49 711 2 2280 (Tourist Information)  www.stuttgart-tourist.de/en/a-

killesberg-park

 Stresemannstraße, Stoccarda
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